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We have implemented tail electron Hydrodynamic equations(IEHD) into twodmensional simulator and applied them in
the simulations of nMOSFET devices. Tte resulted substrate currents agree to the measured ralues in the range of drain
voltages ftom 2.5 V a 5.5 V . Simulations of substrate hot electon injection exp€riment also give good agreenent with

the mcasuement. The good results of TEHD simulations are due to the fact that thsy can treat tail electmns more detaily

than the conentional model with well-calibrated parameters.

1. INTRODUCTION

Hydrodynamic(HD) model has been developed to
overcome the limits of the Drift-Difttsion(DD) model in
modeling the hot carrier effects. The application of HD
model to the real devices, however, has been limitedr) 2)

since hot electron related effects are determined by a small
portion of electrons having higher energies, called tail
electrons, whose behaviours cannot be predicted by the

conventional models based on whole electrons in nonstatic

fields. For example, the tail electron density at position C

in Fig.l cannot be predictedby whole electrons density(l?)
and average electron enerry(w) since the high energy tail

electrons are imbedded into the abundant cold electrons.

Recently a set of equations, called Tail Electron

HydroDynamic equations (TEHD) has been introduced 3) a)

applying the moment method only to the energy domain of
82t,r. This paper will demonstrate the power of TEHD

model in prediction of both susbtrate current and gate

injection in real MOSFET devices.

2. TEIID EQUATIONS

TEIID equations consist of two continuity equations for

the density(t?r) and the average energy(wr) of tail

electrons with two constitutive equations for the fluxes(see
Tahle /). Newly introduced quantities for TEHD are

expressed as functions of W, using the reSults of space-

dependent Monte Carlo(SDMC) simulationsa). nro in Eq.

(l) means the tail electron density predicted from the
conventional model obtained by using quantities related

with whole electrons(such as electron densityln) and
average energy(w,) in tID modelr' or n and

potential( V ) in Lucky Electron(LE1 models)).

3. SIMULATION OF IMPACT IONIZATION

In device simulations, TEIID are solved to obtain the
profile of n, and w, after whole electron quantities and

ftzo are calculated. From tlz and wz, the impact

ionization(I/I) rates are calulated using the model in Table
2 which has been obtained bv SDMC3). Good agreement of
the t/I rates from TE[{D model rvith those from MC model

in an n+ - n- -n+ structure can be obtained3). In Fig.2

we show the simulated and measured ./"r," vs. Zo, with

various V^ values for (a) DILDD MOSFET with

L,r =0.25pn and to,= 80 A and O) LDD MOSFET

with L$ = 0.401tm and to* = 73 L. Simulated

substrate currents from TEIID model shows good

agreement with measured values for a wide range of drain
bias conditions from 2.5V to 5.5V. The results from

three models(TEHD, fID, and LE) are compared in
Fig.2(a). As shown in the figure, HD or LE model predicts

the peak of I ruu at Vor= 2.5 Z when Vo, = 4.5 V ,

while TEIID predicts the peak at Vor= 2.0 V
complying with the measurements. This can be explained
by comparing the profiles of both n, from TEIID and nro

from HD for the two Zo, values as shown in Fig. 3. IID
model gives higher frzo at Vor--2.5 V due to the

higher density of whole electrons than at Vor= 2.0 V ,

while TEI{D gives higher n, at Vor=2.0 Z. Besides

nro. the rapidly increasing electric field near the drain
junction plays an important role in determining n, and

this is reflected in TEHD model through the ToE'.7,
term in Eq.(l).

4. SIMULATION OF GATE INJECTION

We applied TEIID to the substrate hot electron injection
experiment performed by T. H. Ning et al.6) for the
injection probability from Si into SiOr. We introduced

optical generation term in both the electron and hole
continuity equations to get optically generated electron-
hole pairs. We defined another tail electron density, n3 as

the density of electrons having energy 2 Qu where 0u it
oxide barrier height obtained by barrier lowering model6).

After TEIID are solved, the profile of n, in the ^Si-region
can be obtained from the model of

nt = ftz ' ,4 exp[-@Qu - 8o ) I (B(w, - t,o )), Q)

which has been obtained by SDMC simulations. Parameter
B is calibrated to be 0.66 from SDMC. and A is an

adjusting parameter to be 0.58. The profile of n, in the
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oxide-region is obtained by solving the electron continuity
equation in simple drift-dififusion model. with the boundary
condition, Jnj = eflJt,. applied to the oxide-silicon

interface, where ltth is thermal electron velocity set to

1.0 x 107 cml sec . By doing so, we can simulate the

electrons returning back to the Si-region. By above

procedures. gate current( Ion r) and substrate

current( I rril are calculated at the terminals and

{,(emission probability) (= Ians I Isuil values are

obtained at each V* and Vo, values. The results are

shown in Fig.4 and Fig. 5, and show good agreement with
the measurements. When P,^'t are plotted vs. d which is
defined as the distance between a point P and the surface
such that \r(P)-ty(surface)=Qr, alt the data are

shown on a single line for various Vu, and Vo, values as

shown in Fig.6. The single line for various Vo, values

could not be obtained by LE model suggested in 5).

s. coNclusroNs

The good results of TEHD in both VI and gate injection
are possible because TEIID treats tail electrons more
detaily than the conventional models and because all the
parameters are calibrated well by the SDMC. Since TEIID
model gives us the detailed profile of tatl electrons. it is
expected to be used in the simulation of MOSFET
degradation by hot-carrier effect.
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Table 1. TEIID equations. The quantities with subscript 2
correspond to tai I e lectrons.

,, = a'rnrlirl (5)

ez = 3.6 x 107 .exp( -12.5 I w-) (6)

l-
-ToE.Jr-lV. ir=frzo -nz (l)-q-TnTr.,

-E. Jr+ V.(S, + 
tu iz1- -n'(wz -wzo) (2)
q T*r,

Jr=Qt-tr(T,*.#>)r,E+ prkrTrfin, (3)

ii., = -1r, [t* Tt + kBTz * w, . + >rjnrE
m

-prktT'9(ltrrilr) (4)

in l/cm.

Fig.l. Electron energy distribution at three positions in an

n+ - n- -Ft+ structure. At position C. the density of tail
electrons(ttr) can not be predicted by n and w n due to
the abundant cold electrons.
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Fig.3. The profile of n, from TEFID and nro from F{D

model along the main current path in the device of Fig.2(a).
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0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5
ENERGY [ev]

Vcs:2'5 V

--.+ Vcs=2.0 V

Table 2. lll modeling in TEHD. yr" is in eV and d, is
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Fig.2. The simulated .Iru" vs. Vo, for various Vor'sfor
(a) DILDD n-MOSFET with L,f = 0.251tn and

to* = 80 A and (b) LDD n-MOSFET with

L,a=0.401tm and tox -n L .
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Fig.4. Emission probabilities P"^ vs. V* for

dwiceswith E* =2xlO6V I cm.
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Fig.5. P"^vs. Zo" withvarious Vrr'tfordevice 15-t2-86).
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Fig.6. Pr^ vs. d with various Zor't and Vur's. All the

data are shown on a single line.
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